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Abstract
The voices of dissent p roliferating in international studies over the p ast
decade are frequently understood by negation, that is, in terms of their

criticisms and refusals of p ositivist/emp iricist commitments and p olitical
realist p ersp ectives, so long dominant in the discip line. To understand
contemp orary discourses of dissent in this way, however, is to imp ose up on
them an undue semblance of unity of p ersp ective and p urp ose—one that
mirrors the illusory unities of p ositivism and realism. It is to fail to
acknowledge the variety of dissident voices that have called to account the
given, axiomatic and taken-for-granted “realities” of p revailing
discip linary discourses. Concentrating up on what might be called the
“agenda of dissent” in international studies, this p ap er celebrates that
variety, that difference, among critical voices in international studies. In
p articular, it locates p rominent themes in critical international relations
thinking within the wider arc of debates in Western social theory—
interdiscip linary, intercontinental debates whose questions include the
Enlightenment concep ts of history, rationality, and truth; the subject/object
and agent/structure op p ositions; the relationship between language and
social meaning; the relationship between knowledge and p ower; the
character and function of the human sciences; and the p rosp ects for
emancip atory p olitics today. These debates p oint to no necessary
conclusion. They mandate no single p osition. Instead, they suggest the
op ening up of “thinking sp ace,” a sp ace of thought that is exp loited by a
variety of dissident voices who would sp eak in rep ly to the dangers and
op p ortunities of p olitical life in the late twentieth century.
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